
RAISING THE BAR 
IN THE WORK 
TRUCK INDUSTRY



WITH INCREASED 
GLOBAL COMPETITION 
FOR COMMERCIAL 
VEHICLE PRODUCTION 
COMES HIGHER TIME-TO-
MARKET PRESSURES...  
ENTER GS ENGINEERING. 

The engineers at GS Engineering have deep 
experience innovating for commercial vehicles and 
related industries,  delivering products that redefine 
performance benchmarks. 

By designing for the harshest operating environments, our lightweight 
solutions yield reduced material and cost, while maximizing function and 
carrying capacity. Our design and analysis teams develop turnkey solutions 
aligned with all your performance goals. 

Our commercial truck and equipment 
team offers comprehensive engineering 
resources that can realize your 
objectives for commercial and specialty 
vehicles. We provide ground-up full-
vehicle programs, system optimization, 
warranty and vehicle weight reduction, 
technology insertion and integration. 

In fact, our entire workflow, knowledge 
base, and test locations are perfectly 
suited to commercial vehicle 
development, rooted in our decades-
long history as an innovative partner 
on DoD heavy vehicle programs.



Our approach to vehicle 
system integration goes 
beyond navigation—we work 
with you to ful ly understand 
your requirements, as well 
as your vehicle down to the 
subsystem level ,  reducing 
operator cognitive load by 
automating and enhancing 
performance. 

HIGH STRENGTH & LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN 
Our integrated approach to structural design and manufacturing 
serves as the springboard for our weight reduction efforts. 
Through our wide range of design innovation expertise paired 
with our proven past experiences, our lightweight adaptations 
result in increased equipment and cargo capacity.  

We’ve developed practical solutions through our established 
finite element analysis capabilities to reduce weight and increase 
vehicle performance. Our efforts build on structural design and 
manufacturing, leading to prototyping—ensuring your vision for 
weight reduction is guided by fundamental theory but grounded 
in practice. 

We deliver a cost effective, manufacturable 
design solution that results in higher fuel 
efficiency, performance, and improved 
handling. Our experts in structural design 
balance weight reduction with your design 
requirements—carefully reducing mass 
across the entire system. 

Lightweight structures shouldn’t sacrifice 
on performance, which is why our team 
of metallurgists, mechanical engineers, 
analysts, and manufacturing engineers 
team up to produce solutions that meet 
and exceed your vision. 

We ensure all lightweight options are 
evaluated through our thorough process, 
resulting in an effective solution that is 
both incredibly mobile and introduces a 
greater carrying capacity. 



INTELLIGENT VEHICLE SYSTEMS 

Using modeling and simulation for advanced control 
solutions and data acquisition, we develop autonomous 
control and electronic system integration for intelligent 
vehicle systems in the truck industry. Our computation-
based approach to data analysis has led to increased 
reporting and control for tire pressure, active suspension, 
and vehicle stability systems. 

Our team of experts in sensing, control, and software 
development hone in on your vision and system level 
requirements. Our work in advanced intra-vehicle safety 
systems and enhanced mobility integrate sensors that 
surpass the performance of the five human senses. 

Our intelligent system solutions integrate sensors into 
vehicle structures to identify vibration profiles and adjust 
active control of motors, actuators, and hydraulic systems 
for tuned performance—resulting in reduced operator 
workload and increased vehicle efficiencies. 

By bringing together mechanical and 
electrical engineers from the beginning, 
our systems guarantee that structures, 
advanced materials,  and controls operate 
seamlessly. We go beyond navigation by 
building intel l igence into the subsystems 
and recognizing opportunities to deliver 
increased value. 



Using the latest methods and analytical processing, we categorize 
the stress failure problems into categories of design, materials, or 
manufacturing. Once we understand the failure, our designers and 
manufacturers work with you to alleviate the stress through shifts in 
the component topology. 

In analyzing and characterizing the stress failures, we utilize High 
Magnification Fracture Analysis, Metallography, Mechanical Property 
Assessment, Optical and Electron Microscopy, Energy-Dispersive 
Spectroscopy (EDS), Chemical Analysis, Environmental Compatibility, 
and Corrosion Analysis processes. 

Our fielded solutions in design integration bring quality to the 
forefront, isolating the issues, and reducing warranty work required 
for vehicle systems. 

We are accustomed to optimizing complex 
solutions to meet stringent requirements and are 
confident in our team’s abil ity to provide turnkey 
l ightweight structural designs that wil l  reduce 
your overal l  costs while increasing performance. 

FAILURE ANALYSIS  
& WARRANTY 
REDUCTION 

Understanding how stress develops 
under the complex loading of vehicle 
dynamics is central to identifying the 
cause of a failure and resolving the 
issue in the mechanical engineering 
and product design phases. 

Our team of experts evaluate your 
component and its load cases 
in detail during the root cause 
investigation, analyzing stress and 
the mode of failure. 



INNOVATION. REALIZED. 
GSENGINEERING.COM

906.482.1235


